Appendix A - Rational Conditions for Telepathy

1. The concentration of the recipient has to be on the发出者.

2. Use of visual images which have emotional value to the recipient.

3. Clear image will fully guide toward the intuited answer.

4. Clear image will fully guide toward the intuited answer.

5. Telepathic rapport between subject and receiver.

A sense of time and place from the recipient's perspective.
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"Dr. Reines prepared a progress report for his foundation, in which he noted the following:

"A unique finding with Mr. Hanks as a sender and Mr. Stone as a receiver is that consistent phenomenon scoring is achieved in a radiotherapy unit with statistical probability of 10^-25 or odds against chance occurrence of 10,000,000,000:1, or better."

"The strange thing I found was when I was inside the cage and the current seemed weak my powers were greater than ever inside this electrical field."

"I felt better inside. My usual tests then had even done before."

"I appeared on the show and was part of the interview agreed to accept telephone calls from her radio audience.

I took urgent calls and in each case I was able to tell important and pertinent facts about the caller. But no one but my closest friends knew."

"No one needed to touch wire, but listen.\""
Dr. Monroe Bock, Director of School of Religion
at State U. of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

requested Dr. Bock to find look boy

Dr. Bock stated

"Mr. Hunker was remarkably accurate
in many details of Beers. So much so
in fact, that those who were inclined to
discount paranormal phenomena are
beginning to take a second look at
the strange unfolding world facts.

"The geologist, Gerald Thornton, was amazed
since we were drilling a hole with a 1 1/2" z
core barrel and we had intersected the are
body, which previous surveys had lost
and a 5 x 5' vertical shaft. The geologist
still speaks in marvment, because just all
suddenly the spot, I had selected for
drilling were geologically not the prop-
areas for drilling. Dr. Bock notes."
The evidence to best suit with our home settings and effort, maximum security and psychological brutality. In addition, there is positive research value in showing the high risk of degeneration in his daily life. For does one limits in contemporary research that certain kinds of "psi" ability may be highly creative acts, understanding the whole personality rather than merely as "naturale." To study this question requires studying the whole man in his authentic relationships to his daily life.

The first three years of research by Dr. [Name]--as formulated by [Name]--is expected to include the following phases:

1. Developing a complete case history of myself, followed by research adapted long-investigated capacities.

2. Holding periodic conferences of Dr. [Name] and other parapsychologists, to determine the direction of the research on gifted subjects.
3. Developing formulations of Theory of "psi" much needed in the field of parapsychology today, and elucidating this useful aspect.

4. Preparing annotated bibliographies which will assist in collecting the cooperation of scientists and other professional people.

5. Conducting pilot project experiments with unrelated subjects to attempt to translate findings from the Foundation's work into other settings.

6. Developing a file of spontaneous cases of psychic experiences of many people to offer leads for research.

7. Developing complete case histories and confidential experiments with other psychics who are willing to cooperate.

7. Working with research specialists in various fields: vital technologies, finance, government, psychiatry, geology, etc., to discover the best practical uses of psychic ability and how to develop and employ it in those fields.